Save time and money when
you make the switch to online!
Clinicians have
saved over 8,000
hours by switching
to online!

The WPS® Online Evaluation System™ lets you quickly and
safely administer and score many of the WPS assessments you

Available titles:

know and trust. This online testing platform increases clinical

ABAS®-3 | Adaptive Behavior Assessment System,
Third Edition*

efficiency, and because it’s HIPAA/FERPA compliant, you can
use it with complete confidence. For the same price as print
materials, you get so much more!

Arizona™-4 | Arizona Articulation and Phonology Scale,
Fourth Revision
SMALSI™ | School Motivation and Learning
Strategies Inventory*

Administer locally or remotely

DP™-3 | Developmental Profile 3*

Email links to online forms directly to raters
Check the status of an administration at any time
Consume an online form only when you score it—never
lose a print form again
Easily see how many licenses are left so you never run out
Score quickly and easily—no need for manual calculations
View, save, and print reports so you can easily share
valuable information with teachers, parents, and others
involved in treatment
Download and print Response Sheets when parents don’t
have Internet access
Share online uses and other resources easily with the
organization feature

SRS™-2 | Social Responsiveness Scale, Second Edition*
SPM™ | Sensory Processing Measure*
SPM™-P | Sensory Processing Measure–Preschool*
SPM Quick Tips™ and SPM-P Quick Tips™
RCMAS™-2 | Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale,
Second Edition*
SCQ™ | Social Communication Questionnaire*
CASL®-2 | Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken
Language, Second Edition (scoring only)
OPUS™ | Oral Passage Understanding Scale
(scoring only)
DBC™ 2 | Development Behavior Checklist 2
*Spanish forms available

platform.wpspublish.com

Get valuable support from
professionals you can trust
WPS Assessment Consultants

Amanda Wynn

Ann Rogers

Laura Stevenson

Stephanie Livesay

There’s a lot to consider when determining
your assessment needs.
Which measure is
more reliable?

How will this product
enhance my
assessment library?

Is there training available
for my team?

Now there’s a solution.
WPS Assessment Consultants are psychologists with a broad range of knowledge and expertise.
They offer valuable support to school districts and other large institutions, and can guide you in
making purchasing decisions that meet your specific needs and budget.
Contact a WPS Assessment Consultant at consult@wpspublish.com to discuss product training
options, receive assistance with bulk ordering, request sample materials, or get answers to other
product-related questions.

